Effect and mechanism of quorum sensing on horizontal transfer of multidrug plasmid RP4 in BAC biofilm.
The widespread emergence of antibiotic resistance genes (ARGs) in drinking water systems endangers human health, and may be exacerbated by their horizontal gene transfer (HGT) among microbiota. In our previous study, Quorum sensing (QS) molecules produced by bacteria from biological activated carbon (BAC) biofilms were demonstrated to influence the transfer efficiency of a model conjugative plasmid, here RP4. In this study, we further explored the effect and mechanism of QS on conjugation transfer. The results revealed that Acyl-homoserine lactones producing (AHL-producing) bacteria isolated from BAC biofilm play a role in the propagation of ARGs. We selected several quorum sensing inhibitors (QSIs) to study their effects on AHL-producing bacteria, including the formation of biofilm and the regulating effect on conjugation transfer. In addition, the possible molecular mechanisms for AHLs that promote conjugative transfer were attributable to enhancing the mRNA expression, which involved altered expressions of conjugation-related genes. We also found that QSIs could inhibit conjugative transfer by downregulating the conjugation-relevant genes. We believe that this is the first insightful exploration of the mechanism by which AHLs will facilitate and QSIs will inhibit the conjugative transfer of ARGs. These results provide creative insight into ARG pollution control that involves blocking QS during BAC treatment in drinking water systems.